Many genetic distances have been developed to summarize allele frequency differences between populations. I review the evolutionary and statistical properties of three popular genetic distances: D S , D A , and θ θ θ θ , using computer simulation of two simple evolutionary histories: an isolation model of population divergence and an equilibrium migration model. The effect of effective population size, mutation rate, and mutation mechanism upon the parametric value between pairs of populations in these models explored, and the unique properties of each distance are described. The effect of these evolutionary parameters on study design is also investigated and similar results are found for each genetic distance in each model of evolution: large sample sizes are warranted when populations are relatively genetically similar; and loci with more alleles produce better estimates of genetic distance.
Introduction
Analysis of genotypic data from neutral loci is an important method for describing the patterns of genetic variation within species and inferring the evolutionary processes that give rise to those patterns. Genotypic data are notoriously multivariate: the frequency of each allele at each locus is usually different in each population. Genetic distances are metrics that summarize these differences in an overall measure of differentiation for a pair of populations. Generally, a matrix of pair wise genetic distances between a set of populations is estimated. This matrix is then often visualized with phenograms, isolation by distance plots, principal component analysis, or multidimensional scaling plots.
Many genetic distances have been developed, of which a few remain in regular use (see Nei 1987 for a review of several genetic distances). Each of these genetic distances has unique evolutionary and statistical properties, and evolutionary relationships inferred from each genetic distances can be quite different. For example, King et al . (unpublished) observed that the standard genetic distance of Nei showed North American and European populations of Atlantic salmon ( Salmo salar ) to be much more distinct than the original chord distance. Surprisingly, there has been insufficient examination of these genetic distances to confidently explain the reason behind differences such as this.
Analysis of highly polymorphic microsatellite loci has provided population geneticists with new opportunities and new challenges. For example, microsatellite data have unprecedented power to detect and describe small genetic differences between populations. Apparently, this is because microsatellite loci have a much higher mutation rate than allozyme or mitochondrial loci that have previously been the mainstay of population structure studies. The high mutation rate and unusual mutation mechanism of microsatellite loci, however, have also forced population geneticists to reconsider how genotypic data should be analysed and interpreted. One of the most substantial results from this discussion has been increased recognition that there is an important distinction between statistically significant genetic differences between populations and evolutionarily or biologically significant differences (e.g. Waples 1991; Hedrick 1999) . The purpose of genetic data therefore are usually not to demonstrate that two populations are different, but to reveal how different they are (see Anderson et al . 2000 for a discussion of the difference between hypothesis tests and estimation). Therefore, selecting a genetic distance appropriate for the specific study being performed and estimating it accurately is important.
Most of the recent work on this subject has focused on identifying a genetic distance appropriate for analysing microsatellite loci. Most mutations at microsatellite loci add or subtract one repeat motif and several sized based genetic distances have been developed. These mutation explicit distances are commonly used, but they have not replaced 'traditional' genetic distances, i.e. genetic distances not specifically developed for microsatellite loci. A survey of the papers published in Molecular Ecology during the year 2000 (S. Kalinowski unpublished) shows that traditional genetic distances were used by the majority of authors, and I restrict my discussion to three of these genetic distances.
The purpose of this paper is to describe the evolutionary and statistical properties of three popular traditional genetic distances that must be recognized in order to efficiently design population structure studies and interpret the genetic data obtained. I begin by examining how evolutionary parameters such as divergence time, migration rate, effective population size, and mutation rate affect the parametric value of these genetic distances. Then I consider how these evolutionary factors influence estimation of genetic distances. Throughout this investigation, I have taken a qualitative approach and rely heavily on graphs to illustrate basic principles. I examine a wide range of evolutionary parameters, but emphasize the properties of loci with high mutation rates in relatively similar populations. Many of the properties of genetic distances that I describe have previously been discussed in the literature (see Nei 1987; Chakraborty & Rao 1991; Weir 1996; Nei & Kumar 2000 ; for reviews). However, this paper is not intended to be a review of the genetic distance literature. Instead, this paper attempts to provide a comprehensive and consistent comparison of three genetic distances that population geneticists frequently use.
General properties of D S , D A , and θ θ θ θ I chose to evaluate three genetic distances: the standard genetic distance of Nei (1972 Nei ( , 1978 , D S , the chord distance of Nei et al . (1983) , D A , and the Weir & Cockerham (1984) analogue of F ST , θ . These three genetic distances were chosen from among the many available genetic distances because they are all relatively popular, and because they have distinct properties.
The standard genetic distance of Nei (1972 Nei ( , 1978 remains one of the most commonly used genetic distances. For populations X and Y with r loci and m alleles per locus, the standard distance is defined as where x ij is the frequency of the i th allele at the j th locus in population X , and y ij is the frequency of the i th allele at the j th locus in population Y . The parametric value of D S between two populations that became separated t generations in the past is approximately
where µ is the infinite alleles mutation rate at the loci examined. This expression assumes that fragmentation of the ancestral population was instantaneous and complete, and that each population has had a constant effective size equal to the effective size of the original ancestral population. Note that D S increases linearly with time from zero to infinity and will have a value proportional to the mutation rate. A formula is available for obtaining nearly unbiased estimates of D S from genotypic data (Nei 1978) .
The D A distance of Nei (Nei et al . 1983 ) is a modification of the original Cavalli-Sforza chord distance (1967) Its maximum value of 1.0 is achieved when two populations share no alleles at any loci. The D A distance has proven to be useful for reconstructing phylogenies ( Takezaki & Nei 1996) . There currently is no method for obtaining unbiased estimates of D A .
Wright's F ST is one of the most fundamental measures of population structure available. Several analogous measures (e.g. θ , β , and G ST ) have been developed to describe differentiation between populations (see Excoffier 2001 for a review). These measures have different mathematical foundations (Nei & Kumar 2000; Excoffier 2001 , and references within) and represent distinct but related concepts. The relative merits of each measure have not been resolved, but, in practice, estimates of these statistics are generally similar. I examine θ (See Weir 1996 for formulae) because it is most commonly used. In this investigation, I use θ as a genetic distance between two populations instead of a fixation index among many populations. If two populations are completely isolated for short period of time and the effective population size of each population is equal and constant, then θ will roughly equal t /2 N e (See Nei 1987 for a discussion of the relationship between F ST and divergence time). One important characteristic of θ is that its maximum value will only be 1.0 when populations are fixed for alternative alleles. If there is polymorphism present in populations, the maximum value -obtained when populations do not share alleles -will be less than 1.0. This maximum value appears to be the homozygosity present within the populations being compared. Formulae are available to obtain virtually unbiased estimates of θ (Weir & Cockerham 1984; Weir 1996) .
Evolutionary models
I have examined the behaviour of D S , D A , and θ in two simple evolutionary models: an isolation model of population divergence and an equilibrium migration model. In the 'isolation' model, a randomly mating population of N e individuals is instantly divided into two populations that each have the same effective size as the ancestral population. The populations remain completely isolated from each other for t generations. In the 'migration' model, two populations of equal and constant effective size ( N e ) exchange migrants at a rate of m (where m indicates the migration rate into each population).
Simulation method
Genetic distances can be examined empirically, experimentally, analytically, or through computer simulation. Each approach is useful, but only the latter approach (computer simulation) can address all of the questions that I will address. For example, no formula is available for the coefficient of variation for estimates of D A between two populations separated for 1000 generations at loci with a mutation rate of 10 − 4 . The advantage of computer simulation is that the precise details of the evolutionary history giving rise to the simulated data is known. This contrasts with most empirical data. The disadvantage of using simulated data to study evolution is that the realism of the simulated evolutionary processes is difficult to evaluate. This is not a problem for this investigation, because my goal is to explore how different evolutionary processes affect genetic distances.
I used coalescent simulation to estimate the parametric genetic distance between populations. To do this I average simulated data containing 100 loci and 500-5000 individuals (I used 500 individuals when simulating data from populations having an effective size of 500 and 5000 individuals when populations were larger). The coalescent approach that I used is described by Hudson (1990) . In the isolation model that I used, genes coalesce within their respective populations for the first t generations in the past. When over t generations has passed, genes from both populations are pooled. In the migration model that I used, the timing of coalescent and migration events and the relative probabilities of each is given by Hudson (1990; page 20) .
I examined two models of mutation: infinite alleles mutation (IAM), and single stepwise mutation (SSM). The IAM model assumes that each mutation creates a new and unique allele and that there is no limit to the number of alleles possible at a locus. The SSM model assumes that mutation either adds or subtracts a repeat motif from an allele. I have assumed that each event is equally likely and that there are no bounds or restrictions to the number of repeat units possible at a locus.
The effect of evolutionary parameters upon genetic distances
Inferring the evolutionary history of populations from genetic data is difficult because genetic differences observed between populations can be explained by an infinite number of evolutionary histories. For example, a small value of D S between two populations might indicate that gene flow is relatively common between them, or that there is no gene flow between the populations at present, but that they recently were part of a larger population. Other variables besides m (rate of gene flow) and t (length of population isolation) also affect the genetic distance between populations. Effective population size, mutation rate, and mutation mechanism (e.g. IAM vs. SSM ) also play important roles in determining the genetic distance between populations. therefore, a thorough understanding the effect of these evolutionary variables upon genetic distances is necessary to evaluate genetic data.
Isolation and migration
I will begin by examining how D S , D A , and θ are affected by isolation time and migration rate in a simple example ( N e = 5000, µ = 10 − 4 IAM). In the isolation model (Fig. 1a) , each of the three genetic distances increases approximately linear with time for at least a couple of thousand of generations. as expected, D S is precisely linear with time. Fig. 1 The effect of duration of population isolation (a) and migration rate (b) upon the parametric value of three genetic distances: the standard genetic distance of Nei (1972) , D S , the chord distance as formulated by Nei et al. (1983) , D A , the Weir & Cockerham (1984) analogue of F ST , θ, and linearized θ, −ln(1 − θ). The effective size of each population is 5000 (constant through time), and the mutation rate is 10 − 4 (IAM).
After a few thousand generations, the other two genetic distances noticeably approach a maximum value. Figure 1(a) shows that θ approaches 0.33 as the populations become maximally differentiated (i.e. they share no alleles). This value is the homozygosity within each population. In the migration model, each of the genetic distances is inversely related to the migration rate.
These results only apply to the parametric genetic distance between populations. Estimates of these genetic distances based on a small number of loci or individuals will depart from these trends.
Effective population size
The effective size of populations, N e , is one of the most fundamental parameters in population genetics. The effective size of populations determines how much genetic variation can be maintained in populations that are in mutation-drift equilibrium, and determines how quickly allele frequencies change with genetic drift.
I examined how effective population size affects the genetic distance between populations by comparing the genetic distance between pairs of populations that have an effective size of either 500, 5000, or 5000. I assume, for now, that the effective size is constant through time and that the mutation rate is 10 − 4 (IAM). Each of the genetic distances behaves similarly in both evolutionary models (Fig. 2) . D S is unaffected by effective population size; D A is virtually unaffected by population size. In contrast, and as expected, θ is strongly affected by effective population size. θ is large when populations are small, and small when populations are large. An interesting effect of N e upon θ observable in the isolation model is that the maximum value of θ is greater for small populations than large populations. This is because, at equilibrium, small populations have less genetic diversity than large populations, and as mentioned above, the maximum value of θ appears to be the homozygosity within the populations.
Mutation rate
The effect of mutation rate upon genetic distances may be important to consider when comparing genetic distances calculated from different loci. The mutation rate of loci is seldom known, but for a given pair of populations, it is expected to be proportional to the amount of polymorphism observed.
In the isolation model of evolution, D S and D A increase more quickly with time at loci with high mutation rates than at loci with low mutation rates (Fig. 3a) . In contrast, θ is much less affected by mutation rate. For example, the expected value of θ for loci with a mutation rate of 10 −5 is virtually the same as for loci with a mutation rate of 10 − 6 (at least for the combinations of parameters examined in Fig. 3 ). The principal effect of mutation rate upon the parametric value of θ is that the mutation rate helps determine the maximum value that θ can obtain. The mutation rate also affects how quickly genetic distances approach their maximum value (if they have one). When the mutation rate is very high (e.g. 10 −3 ) D A approaches its maximum value of 1.0 quickly. θ also approaches its maximum value quickly for loci with such high mutation rates. Notice, however, that this maximum value is quite small when mutation rates are high. These genetic distances behave fairly similarly in the migration model: D S and D A are high for loci with mutation rates; θ is almost unaffected by mutation rate unless the mutation rate is exceptionally high.
Mutation mechanism
Most mutations at microsatellite loci are believed to add or subtract a single repeat motif to the locus (see Goldstein & Schlotterer 1999 for reviews) . This stepwise mutation model makes backwards mutation and homoplasy common. This contrasts with the I AM of mutation, in which each mutation results in an unique allele. The most important consequence of stepwise mutation for the isolation model is that genetic distances derived to increase linearly with time (e.g. D S ) will not do so (Fig. 4a) . This nonlinearity however, is not necessarily severe. Consider the genetic distance between two populations having a constant population size of 5000 individuals (Fig. 4a) and a mutation rate of 10 − 4 . Over short periods of time, t < 1000 generations, IAM and SSM mutation produce very similar genetic distances (note: this is not readily apparent in Fig. 4a , but re-scaling the figure would show this). Over longer periods of time, t > 1000 generations, SSM results in a substantially smaller genetic distance for D S and D A . This decreased the linearity of D S , but actually appeared to increase the linearity of D A by slowing its approach to its maximum value of 1.0. In contrast, the parametric value of θ was virtually unaffected by the mutational mechanism. The migration model shows similar properties: SSM mutation leads to lower values of D S and D A than IAM, but does not effect θ.
Population size reduction
In all of the evolutionary models considered so far, effective population size has been assumed constant. In natural populations, population size will change. Therefore, examining the consequences of a change in population size is useful. Effective population size could change in many possible ways, but I will examine only one scenario: an instantaneous and permanent reduction in size. This special case is particularly significant, because it has the potential of rapidly increasing the genetic distance between populations. In the isolation model, I assume that the reduction in population size occurs at the time the ancestral population fragments into two populations. In the migration model, I assume that the migration rate between the two populations remains the same.
The three genetic distances being examined here behave quite differently in the isolation and migration models (Fig. 5) . In the isolation model, all of the genetic distances increase more rapidly when the population decreases to a small size than when population size is constant (Fig. 5a ). Over the length of time examined for this model (1000 Fig. 3 The effect of mutation rate (IAM) upon the parametric value of three genetic distances (D S , D A , θ) between two populations isolated for t generations (a) or connected by a migration rate of m (b ). Effective population size is 5000 and constant. Fig. 4 The effect of mutation model upon the parametric value of three genetic distances (D S , D A , θ) between two populations isolated for t generations (a) or connected by a migration rate of m ( b). The mutation rate is 10 − 4 in all cases, and an effective size of 5000 is assumed. generations), D A , shows the least linear response. In the migration model, all of the genetic distances initially increase in value. D S and D A then very slowly decline until they approach their original (prebottleneck) value. The slowness of this approach to equilibrium is noteworthy; thousands of generations are required. In contrast, θ quickly approaches a new and larger equilibrium values. A likely explanation for why D S and D A are slow to approach their equilibrium values is that they are affected by the amount of polymorphism within populations. This declines when the population size decreases, but takes a long time to reach its new equilibrium value. θ is less affected by the amount of polymorphism within populations, and therefore approach its equilibrium values quickly. Chakraborty & Nei (1977) provide an analytic examination of the effect of a short bottleneck upon the genetic distance between two populations.
Estimating genetic distances
Understanding the sampling properties of genetic distances is necessary for efficiently designing population structure studies and for accurately interpreting estimates of genetic distances. Modern laboratory technology enables population geneticists to gather unprecedented amounts of genetic data, but reliable estimation of genetic distances between populations often remains challenging because increasingly complex and subtle evolutionary questions are being asked. Therefore, efficient study design is necessary to prevent genetic data from being too imprecise to answer the questions asked of it. Understanding the sampling properties of genetic distances such as sampling variance and bias is important because it assists data interpretation.
Estimates of genetic distances should have two statistical properties: low sampling variance and minimal bias. Sampling variance is a measure of how much estimates of a parameter are likely to differ from the parameter being estimated, so a small variance is preferable to a large variance. Comparing the sampling variances of D S , D A , and θ, however, is not informative because each genetic distance has a different parametric value. Therefore, the coefficient of variation of estimates of each genetic distance is a more useful measure of sampling error than the sampling variance. This is the measure of variability that I will examine. Along with low sampling variance, estimates of genetic distances should have low sampling bias. Bias is the difference between the expected value of an estimate of a statistic and the actual value of the parameter being estimated.
Coefficient of variation
Informed study design for estimating genetic distances involves efficiently minimizing the coefficient of variation of estimates of genetic distances (see Appendix II). This involves deciding how many individuals to sample and how many loci to characterize. The impact of effective population size, length of population divergence or migration rate, and mutation rate on these decisions are important to consider.
Each of the genetic distances examined here respond to increasing sample sizes in a similar manner in both evolutionary models (Fig. 6) . In all cases, increasing the sample size decreases the coefficient of variation. However, for all pairs of distinct populations, increasing sample size has a diminishing effect upon the coefficient of variation. At some point, increasing the sample size will have no discernable effect upon the coefficient of variation. The point at which increasing sample size brings diminishing returns is determined by the level of differentiation between the populations: when F ST is small, large sample sizes are useful for reducing the coefficient of variation; when F ST is large, large sample sizes are not useful for reducing the coefficient of variation (Fig. 6) . . In each evolutionary model the ancestral population had an effective size of 5000 individuals. In the isolation model (a), the population fragments had a constant population size of either 2500, 1000, or 500. In the migration model (b), each population had a constant size of 500 after time 0. The mutation rate is 10 − 4 (IAM).
The relationship between genetic polymorphism and the quality of estimates of genetic distances has received a lot of informal discussion. One question that is commonly asked is whether a few loci with many alleles produce better estimates of genetic distances than many loci with a few alleles. The answer appears to be that both approaches work equally well, as long as the amount of divergence between populations is not large (Kalinowski 2002) . If the amount of divergence is low to moderate, the total number of independent alleles present at the loci examined appear to be a good indicator of the coefficient of variation of estimates of genetic distances. The number of independent alleles present at a locus is one less than the number of alleles observed at that locus. This is true for both IAM and SSM mutation. Again, each of the genetic distances appears to behave similarly (see Foulley & Hill 1999 for an analytic demonstration that the Sanghvi genetic distance shares these properties). If the amount of divergence is high, then sampling a large number of loci with a few alleles each will produce better estimates of genetic distance than a few loci with large number of alleles.
The discussion above has focused on the relationship between coefficient of variation and study design. Fortunately, . 7 The effect of sample size, mutation rate, and effective population size upon bias in estimates of D A for two populations isolated for 500 generations. in graph a, the mutation rate is 10 − 4 (IAM) and the effective population size is 5000 individuals. The curve shows the expected value of estimates of D A , and the line shows the parametric value being estimated. In graphs b & c, the sample size is 32 individuals. relative bias is defined here as bias divided by the parametric value being estimated. all three genetic distances behave very similarly in this regard. However, this does not mean that the coefficient of variation of each of these genetic distances are similar. A thorough examination of the coefficient of variation for each of these genetic distances has not been performed. However, all available evidence suggests that D S has the highest coefficient of variation of the three genetic distances considered here, and that D A has the lowest (Nei 1987; Kalinowski 2002 ; present study Fig. 7 ). This appears to be because D S has a high interlocus variance. Apparently, this is the price of not having a maximum value. This may be why D A is more successful at estimating the topology of phylogenetic trees than D S (Takezaki & Nei 1996) or θ.
Bias
Formulae for D S and θ have been developed that minimize the effect of sampling a limited number of individuals from populations. Both statistics are calculated as ratios, and unbiased estimates of the numerators and denominators of these ratios have been developed. Estimates of the ratio themselves are not unbiased. However, the amount of bias for estimates of D S and θ are negligible as long as the amount of data collected (number of individuals sampled and number of loci examined) is not very small (Chakraborty & Rao 1991; Kalinowski unpublished) , and I shall not consider D S and θ here.
In contrast to D S and θ, there is no unbiased estimators for D A . Using the allele frequencies present in samples to estimate D A produces inflated estimates when sample size is small (Fig. 7a) . The magnitude of this bias appears to be proportional to the amount of variation present at loci (Fig. 7b) . Therefore, bias is largest for loci with high mutation rates and in large populations (Fig. 7b) . However, the relative bias, i.e. the amount of bias relative to the parametric genetic distance, is nearly independent of mutation rate for this genetic distances (Fig. 7c) . This is because loci with a high mutation rate have a higher parametric distance. This leads to the conclusion that if sample sizes are being selected to minimize relative bias, loci with a high mutation rate do not require larger sample sizes than loci with a lower mutation rate, but large populations require larger samples than small populations. This result is particularly fortuitous because this result is completely concordant with the sampling recommendations developed to minimize the coefficient of variation discussed above (large samples are warranted when F ST is relatively small, which occurs when N e is large).
Conclusions
I have emphasized two points: (i) each of these three genetic distances has unique evolutionary properties, and (ii) each genetic distance has relatively similar sampling properties.
Selecting the most appropriate genetic distance for an investigation requires careful consideration of the most likely evolutionary history of the populations involved and the specific goals of the investigation. None of the genetic distances discussed here stand out as best in all circumstances. However, each genetic distance should work well in most circumstances, if the idiosyncrasies of the distance are recognized.
A few comments regarding microsatellite loci and sized based genetic distances are warranted. The principal reason for developing sized based genetic distances for microsatellite loci is to obtain a distance measure that increases linearly with time. Mutation mechanism, however, is only one of several evolutionary variables that affect the linearity of genetic distances. Furthermore, there is little reason to suspect that departure from the infinite alleles model of mutation has a larger effect upon the linearity of genetic distances than the other processes described above. For example, variation in population size across time and space could easily have a much stronger effect upon genetic distances than mutation mechanism. Therefore, I suspect that the potential benefit of accounting for stepwise mutations will often be small, especially when the length of population isolation has been small. On the other hand, two potential disadvantages of sized-based genetic distances are possible, and they may be serious. First, microsatellite loci appear to mutate in complex ways (see Goldstein & Schlotterer 1999 for reviews). For example, occasional mutations adding or subtracting many repeat units can have a strong effect upon size-based distances. Second, sized-based genetic distances appear to inherently have a high sampling variance (see Goldstein & Pollock 1997 for a review of these issues).
Whichever genetic distance is used to summarize the genetic differences between populations, the greatest challenge will be deciding what evolutionary processes produced the observed pattern, and evaluating what biological significance that has for the populations. 
